It’s time to join the
Moralists and the Porn
Industry and to widen
the conversation of Sex
in America – there’s
more to sex than doing
it or not doing it;
there’s also what you do
it for, how you do it
and who you do it with.
The Partnership:
The proceeds from sales, (merchandise
and swag), and paypal donations
will be a 33% equal 3-way split
between a charitable contribution
to the choice of actor’s selection,
towards snacks and appreciation for
our adhoc media volunteers (editors,
graphic designers, web hackers, print
monkies, fluffers, sex-bloggers), and
support for offsetting costs of site
maintenance and bandwidth.

The people have spoken:

Long live amateur sex
& kittens!
Make porn not industrial
military complexes!
We also support Socially-Conscious
Smut otherwise known as ‘Sc-mut’:
This includes both content &
process, meaning, we are feminist,
humanists, pro-human rights,
pro-earth and pro-sex. We love
pornography not misogyny.
Sample Series Ideas:
• The Garden of Earthly Delights
(going green, gang-bang style)
• Bicycle Servicing (Learn how to
properly Lube for a better Ride)
• Cultural Theory Bedtime Stories
(Developing a critical and
political inquiry, In Bed)
• Open Access (The basics of Open
Computer Networking and Open
Relationships)

Subject:
Nice
Feels Sexy
—
your
valued
feedback
for a pet
project

*

----------------------------------hi trusted friends and colleagues,
so. this is an idea that I’ve been
think about for ages and it’s fraught
with problems and yet I think if done
well could be really interesting and
worthwhile.
i’d love to hear your critical
feedback, as while it is still a
seed of an idea, it would be great
to get all sorts of slings and arrows
thrown at it.
You’re each a trusted voice on a
spectrum related to the central
issues, so I’d appreciate your
honest,
considered
thoughts
on
potential pitfalls and initial gut
reactions to the merits of this idea
in general. I know, on some level
it suffers from being both naive
and whacked, but somehow there is
something in it that seems to make
sense.
As provocation is being used as one
of the tactics for social change, I
apologize in advance if any of the
copy below offends — but please let
me know what is offensive to you and
why. In case you’re easily offended
or shy, I’ve bcc’d your emails, so
only ‘Reply All’ if the exhibitionist
in you calls forth.
thanks very much!
alice
-----------------------------------

Nice Feels Sexy.com
Family values + sex,
finally in the same
bed together.
Is
a
volunteer
based,
‘adult’,
civic organization dedicated to the
proliferation of desire for a better
society through the distribution of
pornography.
We are in the business of desire
circulation
for
better,
hotter,
sexier, social intercourse.
We support causes that we believe in
and create interesting, informative
and infatuated communications through
various media platforms.
The Internet was founded on the duel
foundations of amateur sex & kittens.
Rather than fight this demand, we have
opted to take these emergent tendencies
to our perverted endpoint; we support
a world where porn and kittens need
not be at ideological and political
odds with one another. Who says that
sex perverts cannot be kind, caring,
gentle souls with civic pride?
We
believe in love and respect for all
living creatures. We believe in the
possibility of mentally stimulating
and challenging porn.

Our motto:

Be a fluffer for self-change,
not a soldier for mass-ideology.
We will fuck for a kinder,
gentler future.
The Format:
We make PSAs (Pornographic Service
Announcements,
where
everyday
people get it on with changing their
everyday habits)
We focus on simple and sexy things
you can do everyday, clear step-bystep instructions delivered in a
stimulating and humorous style.
The Plan:
We recruit passionate people to be
Lovers for their cause.
Anyone can share and submit their
passions
for
civic
and
social
change.
We work to bring wider awareness for
local civicly engaged groups such as
bicycle groups, community gardens,
open labs, and art + activist
groups, by allowing for these PSAs
(Pornographic Service Announcements)
to introduce these groups to a wider
audience and for a different dialogue
around sex (one currently dominated
by morality and commerce) to begin.

